Leptoquark pair production Left-right symmetric models (W R →lN l →lqlq)
Analyses are for (Published in: CERN-OPEN-2008-020; ISBN978-92-9083-321- Particle with lepton and quark quantum numbers • Connect lepton and quark sector (appear naturally in GUT's)
• Limits on lepton flavor conservation and FCNC require LQ to (nearly) only couple to one quark and one lepton generation.
• Decay into charged and neutral leptons in principle possible: β=Br(LQ→ql ± ) ⇒ Cross section for final state with two charged leptons reduced by β 2
Event selection
Simple cut based selection:
Baseline selection for muons: p t µ >60 GeV p t jet >25 GeV Cut on Discovery reach for Calculate probability that only background could produce the expected observation of signal and background. When that probability corresponds to 5 σ or higher for a Gaussian distribution, we call it a 5 σ discovery.
Invariant mass

TeV s 14
= m LQ =400 GeV L=100 pb -1
Left-right symmetric models (W R →lN R →ljlj)
Study two example points: m(W R )=1800 GeV m(N l )=300 GeV (σ=24.8 pb) m(W R )=1500 GeV m(N l )=500 GeV (σ=47.0 pb) For strongly boosted N l its decay products will be close together. 
Conclusion
Final states with two high pt leptons and two highly energetic jets look very promising for early data searches
Both leptoquarks up to 500-600 GeV and LRSM with W R →lN l →lqlq could be discovered with about 100pb -1
For 10 TeV signal and background cross sections are a factor 2-3 smaller.
Studies to extract the backgrounds directly from data are underway.
